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This Newsletter is proudly sponsored by:

ENGINEERS COUNCIL CHARITY GOLF OUTING

Today, CFHLA hosted our annual Engineers Council Charity Golf Outing at Falcon's Fire Golf Club with 144 golfers, 18 hole sponsors and prizes.
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Best Food:
Blown Away, LLC
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2022 SPONSORSHIPS NOW OPEN

2022 sponsorships are now open for all CFHLA Members but don’t wait too long, as opportunities are limited and selling fast!

CLICK HERE to check availability and secure your 2022 sponsorship before they sell out.

CLICK HERE to review all of the 2022 sponsorship opportunities.

HOSPITALITY GALA - LAST CHANCE

Have you purchased your seat yet?
REGISTRATION CLOSES TODAY, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3RD!

Saturday, December 18
Loews Sapphire Falls Resort
(Thank you Barb Bowden, Area Managing Director)

Registration Fee: $99/person or $990/table of 10

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

2021 Presenting Sponsor:
GOLDEN PINEAPPLE AWARD NOMINATIONS

NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN FOR THE 2021 GOLDEN PINEAPPLE AWARDS!

The deadline to submit your nomination(s) is NEXT FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10!

CFHLA Lodging Members may nominate deserving "Front Line / Hourly / Non-Supervisory / Non-Management" individuals for the following service categories:

- Back Office
  (Accounting, Administration, IT, HR)
- Bell Person / Concierge
- Community Service
- Convention Center / Banquet
- Culinary
- Engineering
- Food & Beverage
- Front Office
  (PBX, Reservations, etc.)
- Housekeeping
- Laundry
- Recreational
  (Pool, Spa, Golf, Kids Activities)
- Security / Loss Prevention
- Steward / Dishwasher

As you are aware, due to COVID-19, the 2021 event was postponed and recently occurred in September. CFHLA is now back to our regular programming and the 2022 event will occur at the end of January / beginning of February, as per tradition.

Nominations will only be accepted through online submission. PLEASE CLICK HERE to view the form and submit a nomination(s).
CFHLA FOUNDATION #GIVINGTUESDAY

This week for #GivingTuesday, our CFHLA Foundation was able to support two of our local organizations, including Lift Orlando and the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts, which continue to provide a positive impact in our community.

In 2018, the CFHLA Foundation made a commitment to support Lift Orlando with an annual pledge of $20,000 per year for 5 years ($100,000 total). The purpose of this nonprofit was to strengthen the five historic neighborhoods just west of downtown Orlando, called The Communities of West Lakes, by investing in mixed-income housing, cradle-to-career education, community health and wellness, and economic viability.

In addition, the CFHLA Foundation also made a pledge in 2015 to the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts by committing to donate $25,000 per year for 10 years ($250,000 total). The Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts continues to focus on making the arts accessible to people from all walks of life—all over the world.

The CFHLA Foundation is incredibly proud to continue these multi-year commitments and we look forward to our continued partnership with both organizations.
UCF AREA HOTELIER LUNCHEON

On Wednesday, December 1st, the CFHLA UCF Area Hoteliers met for their final meeting of the year at the Holiday Inn Express & Suites Orlando East-UCF Area (Thank you Claude Kemp, General Manager).

This meeting featured a presentation from Jesse Martinez, General Manager for The Alfond Inn and current CFHLA Board Chair who updated each of the members on the expansion of The Alfond Inn.

CFHLA would like to thank Landform of Central Florida for serving as the 2021 Meeting Sponsor!

LANDFORM OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC.

AIRPORT AREA HOTELIER LUNCHEON

On Tuesday, November 30th, the CFHLA Airport Area Hoteliers Group
met for their final meeting of the year at the Hampton Inn and Suites Orlando Airport at Gateway Village (Thank you Gina Fedotova, General Manager).

This meeting featured a presentation from Amy Wise, Chief Development and Marketing Officer for the 2022 Special Olympic Games, who updated the members on the upcoming Special Olympic Games that will be held in Central Florida.

CFHLA would like to thank Spinout Guest Laundries for serving as the 2021 Meeting Sponsor!

SEMINOLE COUNTY HOTELIER LUNCHEON

On Thursday, December 2nd, the CFHLA Seminole County Hoteliers Group met for their final meeting of the year at the Orlando Marriott Lake Mary (Thank you Bruce Skwarlo, General Manager).

This meeting featured a presentation from Seminole County Commissioner Lee Constantine, who updated the members about Seminole County's plan to support future tourism and hospitality.

CFHLA would like to thank Landform of Central Florida for serving as the 2021 Meeting Sponsor!
SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM RICK PATTERSON

Just over a few weeks ago, I looked forward to attending the CFHLA Networking Luncheon at the JW Marriott, Orlando Grande Lakes.

Little did I know that this luncheon would be a life changing event for me. I also did not know at the time that the featured speaker, Jon McGavin, would have a "hand" in my survival that day.

For those of you in attendance, what you witnessed was an extremely small piece of plaque become loose and block a major artery to my heart. There was no pain, the lights simply went out.

The truly extraordinary part of my story that day, was that due to the location of my medical event at a major hotel and the incredibly quick action of CFHLA members, the hotel staff and Orange County EMS, I have survived the incident.

I've had "stint" put in place and now recovering at home and the prognosis is very good.

You have probably heard the phrase "confluence of events".

In my case, such a "confluence" took place.

Location, timing, certain people with certain skills, all came together at a moment in time to save my life.

Saying thank you will never be enough.

Should anyone wish to say hello, by phone is 407-909-9850 and my email address is rick@apgplanning.com.

I wish you all a Happy Holidays and hope to see you all at a future CFHLA event.
SPECIAL HOSPITALITY DEAL AT SIGNIA BY HILTON
ORLANDO BONNET CREEK

Exclusive Hospitality Deal

Take advantage of a last minute getaway at the premium Signia by Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek, as a thank you for your service in the hospitality industry. Book this exclusive rate for stays now through December 12.

$119/Night
Includes Waived Resort Charge

BOOK NOW

Terms & Conditions: Hospitality rates are subject to hotel availability. Rate does not include taxes, gratuities or other incidental charges. Daily Resort Charge is waived for this exclusive offer. This offer may not be combined with any other discounts or offers. Not valid for groups. Rates are exclusive to hospitality industry. Flexible 24-hour cancellation policy.

CLICK HERE to book this special offer now!
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Spinout Guest Laundries is a VIP Member, and has been providing state-of-the-art guest laundry facilities to CFHLA Lodging Members for 20 years and offers:

- State-of-the-Art Laundry Equipment
- Safe, Clean, Cashless Technology
  - No Long-Term Contracts
  - Same Day Service

p: 407-445-4093
c: 407-468-0560
www.spinoutinc.com

HIRING OPPORTUNITIES

Alfond Inn at Rollins
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

B Resort & Spa Lake Buena Vista
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view position

Caribe Royale Orlando
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Comfort Suites Maingate East
Multiple Positions Available
For further information & to apply, please contact Kurt Ratzlaff
kratzlaff@comfortsuitesfl.com

Courtyard Orlando Downtown
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions
Central Florida Hotel and Lodging Association - Administration

Courtyard Orlando Lake Buena Vista - Marriott Village Orlando
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view this position

Crowne Plaza Orlando Universal
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to apply

DoubleTree by Hilton Orlando at SeaWorld
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Fairfield Inn & Suites Orlando in Marriott Village Orlando
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Gaylord Palms Resort & Convention Center
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Grande Lakes Orlando
Multiple Positions Available
(JW Marriott Orlando & Ritz-Carlton Orlando)
CLICK HERE for more information

Homewood Suites by Hilton Orlando Airport
Housekeeper
Shuttle Driver
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Hyatt Regency Orlando
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

JW Marriott Orlando Bonnet Creek Resort & Spa
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

JW Marriott Orlando, Grande Lakes
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view this position

Lake Nona Wave Hotel
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Marriott's Cypress Harbour
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Marriott's Grande Vista Resort
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to apply online

Marriott's Harbour Lake
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Marriott's Lakeshore Reserve
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions
Ritz-Carlton Orlando, Grande Lakes
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Sheraton Vistana Resort
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to apply

Signia by Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Springhill Suites by Marriott Orlando Convention Center
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

SpringHill Suites Orlando at SeaWorld
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Springhill Suites Orlando Lake Buena Vista in Marriott Village
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

SpringHill Suites Orlando Lake Buena Vista South
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Summer Bay Resort
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Townplace Suites Orlando Airport
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Waldorf Astoria Orlando & Waldorf Astoria Orlando Golf Club
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Walt Disney World Dolphin
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions

Walt Disney World Swan
Multiple Positions Available
CLICK HERE to view these positions
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